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Product description:  

LED Lamp Rental 20W - Ideal Lighting Solution for Your Projects in Turin, Piedmont, and Italy 

LED Lamp Rental elevates your lighting needs with our premium 20W LED Lamp, now available
for rent in Turin, Piedmont, and across Italy. Designed to cater to a wide array of project
requirements, this lamp is a perfect blend of efficiency, durability, and high performance. Whether
you're working on a construction site, setting up for an event, or need lighting for any other
project, our LED Lamp Rent 20W offers a reliable and energy-efficient solution.

Technical Features - LED 20W:

Frequency: Adaptable to both 50 Hz and 60 Hz, ensuring compatibility with different power
sources.
Voltage: Operates efficiently on a standard 230V system, making it suitable for a wide
range of applications.
Protection Degree: Certified with an IP65 rating, our LED lamp is dust-tight and protected
against water jets, making it ideal for both indoor and outdoor environments.
Energy-Efficient Lighting: With a power consumption of just 20W, this LED lamp provides
optimal illumination while conserving energy, reducing your carbon footprint and electricity
costs.

Benefits - LED 20W:

Versatility: Perfect for construction sites, events, commercial spaces, and residential use.
Environmentally Friendly: Low energy consumption means less environmental impact.
Cost-Effective: Save on energy bills without compromising on light quality.
Durability: IP65 rating ensures longevity and resistance to harsh weather conditions.
Ease of Use: Simple installation and adaptable to various settings.
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Locations: Available for rent in Turin, the broader Piedmont region, and throughout Italy.
Flexible Rental Terms: We offer convenient rental terms to suit your project duration, be it
short-term or long-term.
Support and Assistance: Our team is available to provide support and ensure you get the
most out of your rental experience.

Choose our 20W LED Lamp Rental for a reliable, efficient, and cost-effective lighting solution.
Whether you’re in Turin, Piedmont, or anywhere in Italy, we've got your lighting needs covered.
Contact us today to learn more about this product and discover our full range of rental options!

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50 / 60
Voltage (V): 230
Protection degree: IP65
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